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LIST MACROS

Lynne A. Price

BNR INC.,
subsidiary of Bell-Northern Research, LM.

In many document systems, there is a need for lists of indented paragraphs marked by numbers, bullets,
Ietterr, or other symbols. This article describes the design of a '&$ macro package that pruvides such a
facility with examples of the use of the macros and a listing of their source.

.

An author indicates in a '&X input d e that a list is to begin with a call to a start-of-list macro.
The start-of-list macros indicate the type of list.
(1) Lists begun with the following macros are marked with numbers or letters &closed in
parentheses:
(a) \numberlist - Arabic numerals
(b) \rowlist - lower-case Roman numerals
(c) \ROMANLIST - upper-case Roman numerals
(d) \alphalist lower-case letters
(e) ULPBALIBT - upper-case letters

-

(2) Lists begun with the following macros are marked with numbers or letters followed by a
period:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

\dotnumberlist - Arabic numerals
\dotromanlist - lower-case Roman numerals
\WTROHMLIST - upper-case Roman numerals
\dotalphalist lower-case letters
\DOTALPHALIST - upper-case letters

-

(3) Lists begun with the following macros are marked with numbers or letters that have no
surrounding punctuation:

a
b
c
d
e

\nopuncnumberliet - Arabic numerds
\nopuncrol~aalist lower-case Roman numerals
\Ho~CROYAIOLIST upper-case Roman numerale
\nopuncalphalist lower-case letters
\NOWNCALPHALIBT upper-case letters

-

(4) Lists begun with the following macros we marked with numbers or letter^ followed by a
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right parenthesis:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

\closenumberlist - Arabic numerals
\ c l o s e r o ~ l i s t- lower-case Roman numerals
\CLOSWOYANLLST
upper-case Roman numerals
\closealphalist - lower-case letters
\CLOSEN.PHALIST
upper-case letters

-

(5) The macro \ b u l l e t l i s t starts a list of items marked by bullets.
(6) The macro \dashlist starts a list of items marked by em-dashes,

(7) The macro \marklfst icmark>3 starts a list in which each item is marked by the string
specified as <mark>.

A call to the macro \listitem should precede each item (including the &st one) on a list except
when the list items occur within tables. This macro inserts the list mark specified liy the start-of-list
macro, causes the following text to appear in indented blocked paragraphs, m d increments numeric
and alphabetic marks.
The user may specify a mark for a particular item by using the macro \markitem <<mark>>instead
of \listitem. Lists in which every mark is specifled in this fashion may be begun with \ s t a r t l i s t
instead of one of the start-of-list macros enumerated above. Wadng: Spaces and carriage returns
following macro names are insignificant; in fact, when a macro such as \ l i s t i t e n has no parameters,
unless the following text begins with a special charather, a space or carriage return is required to
delimit the macro same. However, the TjiJC spacing conventions cause a space or carriage return after
the right brace that ends the mark specifled with \markitem t o result in additional space between
the mark and the beginning of the list item. As a result of these conventions the input
\listitem
Mote the position of the f i r s t word here.

is equivalent to
\listitem Mote the position of the f i r s t word here.

while
\listitemlIote the position of the f i r s t word here.

would result in an error, because the macro \listitemMote has not been defhed. However, while
\markitemill---3
Hate the position of tho f i r s t word here.

is equivalent to
\morkitemiA---3 Note the position of the f i r s t word here.

the two latter probably do not produce what the user intended and are not equivalent to the correct
form
\~srkitemill--->Note the position of the f i r s t mrd here.
0

Lists may occur within other lists-up

to four levels of nesting are permitted.

a

The macro \listmark can be uaed within tables to insert the current list mark. Like \li~tltem,
listmark increments numeric and alphabetic marks.

It does not, however, d e c t the current
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paragraph structure.
The end of a list is indicated by the macro \endlie%.
The X@C control sequence \par used to indicate the end of paragraphs should not be incIuded before
the beginning of a list or before calling \lietitem. However,individual items may contain several
paragraphs separated by calls to \par.
Wsmlngr A blank line or a iine containing only a comment is treated by QjX identically to the
control sequence \par. Normally, several adjacent calls to \psr are equivalent to a single call, ao
that one or more blank lines or comment lines csn appear between paragraphs. Within lists, huwemr,
\par is redefined so that successive paragraphs will have the appropriate indentation. Multiple calls
to \par within lists can create unexpected results. Therefore, blank lines and comment lines should
be avoided within lists.

These featurea are illustrated in the following example taken from Acts I1 and m of Hamlel:
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rnrt a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason!
How infinite in f d t y . in form and maria@! How express and
admirable in action! How llke UL angel In apprehen8iont
How like a god! The beauty of the world! The paragon of aninrlm!
And yet. to me, what is this quintessence of

duet?$\ldots$\n~berlist\listiteaTo be,
or not to be: that is the question. Whetber:
\alpEalist\listitem
'Tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and a r m s of
oatrqeous fortune; or
\listitem To taka arm against a sea 0% troubles.
and by opposing. end them.\endlist
\listitem
To die; to sleep; no mare;
\alphalist\listitem
And by a sleep .to say we end the heart-ache and the thousand natural shock6
that flesh is heir to.
\listitem
' T i s a coneurnation devoutly to be rlsh'd.\endlist\listlt.m
To die; to aleup;---to sleep?
Perchance to dream! Ay, there's the rub.
Far in that elrep of death .hat dreams may come, men we have shpifl'd off
this mortal coil, must give ua pause. There's the respect
that makes calamity of so long llfo.\endllst
$\ldots$ Thus conscience does make corards of us all; and thus the artin hue
of resolution is sicklied o'ez with the pale cast 0% mougbt, md enterpri8em
of great faith and moment with tbis regard their currents turn awry, md 108.
t h e name of aCti0ll.

Figure I. Nested Lists-Sample Input

102
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What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason! How inhite in faculty, in form
and moving! How express and admirable in action! How like an angel in apprehension!
How like 8 god! The beauty of the world! The paragon of animals! And yet, t o me,
what is this quintessence of dust?. ..
(1) To be, or not to be. that is the question. Whether:
(a) 'Tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous

fortune; or
(b) To take arms against a sea of troubles, and by opposing,

e d them.

(2) To die; to sleep; no more;

(a) And by a sleep to say we end the hearbache and the thousand natural
shocks that flesh is heir to.
(b) 'Tis a consumation devoutIy to be wish'd.
(3) To die; to sleep;-to sleep? Perchance to dream! Ay, there's the rub. For in
that sleep of death what dreams may come, when we have shdi'd of?this mortal
coil, must give us pause. There's the respect that makes calamity of so long life.

..

.Thus conscience does make cowards of us all; and thus the native hue of resolution
is sicldied o'er with the pale cast of thought, and enterprises of great faith and moment
with this regard their currents turn awry, and lose the name of action.

Figure 2.

Nested Lists-Sample

Output

The example beIaw shows the use of the list macros in conjunction with w s alignment feature (the
' $ manual.
latter is used to produce tables). Alignment is described in Chapter 22 of the Q
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\numberlist

Ictr lineolenu3
\ctr1lneCJune 25. 1980)
\=kip 4ex
\ctr linei\~C\aalign.(\hiill#\@ I # W i l l \ c r
\listmrklTomsto Bisque Soup\cr
\listmarklSpinacll hlalad\cr
\listmarklTumaa Pot Roest\cr
\listmark(Zucchini Souif l\' e\cr
\listmarklRice Pilaf\cr
\ l i s W k l B r a i d e d Onion Bread\cr
\listmark lCream Puff Bwans\cr
*

)33
\endlist
Figure 3. Lists Within Tables-Sample

Input

Menu
June 25, 3980
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Tomato Bisque Soup
Spinach Sdad
Tuscan Pot Roast
Zucchini Sourn6
Rice Pilaf
Braided Onion Bread
Cream PuE S m s

Fignre 4. Lists Within Tables-Sample

Output

The remainder of this article describes details about the list macros that many readers may wish to
skip.
The indentation for all levels of nested lists is determined by the font in effect when the outermart
list is started. Each lave1 of list is indented by an amount of space equivalent to 4 ems in the initial
font. This default may be changed by setting \varunit <dimen>where <dimen>is the amount of
indentation desired. (See Figures 5 and 6 below.)

The list macros use the Jingle W a b l e unit" provided by 'QX. Therefore, the user must not redehe
\ramit except to change the indentation of list items as described above.
0

Since

\par control sequence is used to end a paragraph rather than to start a new one, \pu.
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should not precede the text of list items. Nevertheless, to ensure proper indentation within lists,
a macro call is necessary at the beginning of each paragraph. The required spacing information is
provided at the beginning of list items by the macros \listitem and \markiten <<mark>>and by
\par before succeeding paragraphs. A special case occurs, however, after the \endlist that folluws
a list that appears within another list when the following text is part of the same list item in the
outer list as the one that contained the inner list. In this situation,the \endlist that ends the inner
list should be immediately followed by \continue. However, the \endlist that ends the outetrnort
list can be immediately followed by the text of the following paragraph. These situations (and the
\varunit construct discussed above) are illustrated in the following example:

\def\trademarki\raise1.4ex\hboxi\sposei\ralse iex\Eboxi\curfont O\char' 14253\!
\hboxC\curfont fR>>>
TSR Games manufactures rule books. character records, polyhedral dice, and
o-er accessories for playing the fantasy r\A ole-playing game,
(\it Dungeons and Dragons3\trademark.
Each player creates a character whose traits are determined by rolling dice.
The resulting characters belong to one of several classes Including:
\startlist
\saveQ\hboxi\it Magic Users:\quad\qquad> X Set list indentation to the ridth of
X the string mMagic Users:
\-it
lwdQ
\merkitemi\it F1ghters:)Any human character can be a fighter as ate aost
halflings, dwarves and elves. Fighters
\marklisti*3\listitem
Can use any weapon.\listitem Can wear armor. includhg magic armor.
\listitem Can do no magic.\listitem Become harder
to kill as they become more experienced.\andlist
\iosrkitemi\it Thieves:>Human characters can be thieves. Thieves have
special abilitles:\bulletlist\listitem
They can survive attacks from behind.
\listitem They can climb sheer surfaces.
\listitem They can pick locks and pockets.
\endlist X the following is part of list item containing entire preceding list
\continue
Special rules exist for halflings, dwarves, and elves who are tihievss.
\markitem<\it Magic Users :>Any human can also be a magic user.
Magic users cannot wear armor or use most magical weapons.
They can, however, use all other magic item and they can caeC spells.
\endlist
The game is played as a series of adventures. Players may play the same
character for several adventures, and the character gaias in experience
as it sutrlves each adventure.

Figure 5. Use of \continue-Sample

Input

,

.
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TSR Games manufactures rule books, character records, polyhedral dice, and other
accessories for playing the fantasy rBle-playing game, Dungeon8 a d ~ r u g o d ? . Each
player creates a character whose traits are determined by rolling dice. The resulting
charaders belong to one of several classes including:

Fighterr:

Any human character can be a fighter as are most hatfinPs, dwarves
and elves. Fighters

*
*
*
*
Thieves:

Can use any weapon.
Can wear armor, including magic armor.
Candonomagic.
Become harder to kill as they become more experienced.

Human cliaracters can be thieves. Thieves have special abilities:
They can survive attacks from behind.
0

They can climb sheer surfaces.

0

They can pick locks and pockets.

Specid rules exist for balfinga, dwarves, and elves who are thieves.

MWc Userr:

Any human can also be a magic user. Magic users cannot wear armor
or use most magical weapons. They can, however, use all other magic
items and they can cast spells.

The game is played as a series of adventures. Players may play the same character for
several adventures, and the character gains in experience as it survives each adventure.

Figure 6. Use of \continue-Sample

Output

Block paragraph structure is used inside lists. At the end of a list, paragraph indentation is reset
according t o the value speciiied in the macro \saveparindent. Users of standard macro packages
need not concern themselves with the latter. Users, however, who design their own formats should
know thst the default value is 2 ems in the current font. To select another d u e , we

\def \savepar indent €<dimen>>
The slide macros, for example, which assume block.paragraph structure throughout, include the
command

(here 4 is the number sero not the letter 0).
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0

Since each Iist item is assumed to start a new paragraph, the same amount of vertical npace that
QjX inserts between paragraphs is inserted between list items. When the list items are very short,
this amount of white space is excessive. The space between paragraphs is controlled with the
command \p&rskip <dimen>,where, folhing Knuth's notation, <dimen> may be any dimension
or size. For example, \parskip Opt completely suppresses extra spacing between list items. Figure
7iIlustrates how this command was used at the beginning of this article. Note the use of l)jX's
grouping feature (braces)to indicate that the change in \parskip should have eftect only within the
inner lists.

bumberlist\listitem
Lists begun with the follouing macros are marked with numbers or letters
eaclosed In parentheses:
\alphalist
\listitemi\ty \\numberlist>
Arabic m 1 1 ~ 8 1 8
€\parakip Opt
lower-case Roman numerals
\listitemi\ty \\romanlist3
\listltomi\ty \\ROYANLIST> --- upper-case Roman numerals
\listitemi\ty \\alphalist> --- lover-case letters
\listitemi\ty \\ALPflALIST> --- upper-case letters
\endlist3
\listitem
Lists begun with the following macros are marked with numbers or letters
followed by a period:
\dotalphalist
Arabic numeral8
\listitemi\ty \\dotnumberlist>
(\parskip Opt
\listitem€\ty \\dotromsrrlist) --- loner-case Roman numerals
\listitem(\ty \ \ D O T R O ~ 1 8 T >
upper-case Romsn numerals
\listitem€\ty \\dotalphalist)
lower-case letters
\listltem€\ty \\DOTALPHALIST> --- upper-case letters
\enalist3
\endlist

-----

---

-----

Figure 7. Changing the Spacing Between List Items-Samp'
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(I) Lists begun with the foIlowing macros are marked with numbers or letters
enclosed in parentheses:
(a) \numberlist - Arabic numerals
(b) \romanlist lower-case Roman numerals

-

(c) \ROMAM.IBT - upper-case Roman numerals
(d) \alphallst - lower-case letters
(e) \ALPKALIST - upper-case letters

(2) Lists begnn with the following macros are marked with numbers or letters
followed by a period:
a. \dotnumberlist - Arabic numerals
lower-caseRoman numerals
c. \DO?ROYANLIST upper-case Roman numerals

b. \dotromanlist

-

Figure 8. Changing the Spacing Between List Items-Sample
The

Output

source of a set of liet macros to implement this design is shawn below:

% List Macros

% \neg and \ifzero from Appendix X
\def\neg#li\setcount#i-\count#l3
\def\if zero#i#2\else#3i\lfposlli~3\elsei\negltl
\ifpos#li\neg#l #33\elee<\negXl 12)))

% Arguments to \iZeq can be constants of counters
\def\lfeq#l#2~\else#4i\setcounts #l \advcountQ by -#2
\ifzeroQi#33\elseC#G>

% CoUpt 9 for scratch, count 0 for list level, count 7 for current item nuaber
% Box 9 for scratch. File 9 for error messages
%
%
%
%

\Alph prints the vslue of the specified counter according to
the alphabetic sequence A, B, C , . . . 1.8.. if the value of the
Counter is 1, \ALph prints A, etc. \alp& does the same except
it generates lover case.instead of upper case letters.
\def\Alph#li\aetcountQ \count#l \advcount9 by '100 \char\count93
\def \alph#ii\setco~t9tQ \couat#l \edvcoaatQ by '140 \cher\count9)

%Hake \endpar a synonym for TeX's standard \paz control sequence.
%Within a list, \par is redefined to produce an indented paragraph.
\let \endpar=\par

% TeX counter 8 is used to count list indentation level. \ifcounteight
% executes its ith argument if the current vslue of counter 8 is i.
% Note that only four levels of list are permitted.
\eel \iicounteight#l#2#3#4i
\If eqii\caant83€#1>

108
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I \startpar

starts a paragaph inside a llst
\def \startparC\hangindent \countBva$ 8 )

% Start a new paragraph in a current list item after the end of a nested
% llst
\def \contlnue€\startpar\hbox to \count8rui)>
IAfter a list, psragrapk indentation is reset according to \savepsrindont
IBy default, thls value is 2em
\def\saveparlndenti2em)

IAt start of an indented list, save item number of outer list
\def \savecarrot<
\zicounteight<\xdef\saveai\cormt73>i\xdef\savebi\cop2~t7>3iblef
\saveci\c~mt73>iLdef\sa~ed~\c~tT>33

% At end of an indented list, restore item number front previous level
\def \restorecount<
\ifcounteight<\setcoutlt7 \save83C\setcountT \saveb>i\setcout?
\savec3i\setcountT \saved>3
% Initially, no current list actre
XTEY ETDCOUlOFEReD BUT #O CURREIIT LIST))
\det\listitemerrori\~8~.d9iLIST
\def\lietmarkerrori\sad9UIBT HARK EI?COUIIITWED BUT 190 CUWIEMT LIST33
\def \listitemi\listitemerror>
\def \listmarki\listmarkerror>
% Provide for converting item numbers to upper or lower came roman
\def\roman#l~\setcounte-\co~~t#l\couatQ~
\def\Romsn#li\eetcouat 9
-\count#iLdef \uppernaseromsni\uppercasei\co~t9~~\uppercan#~~

IStart of tist macros
\def \namberlisti
\startlist
\setmark<(\count?) >3
\def \alphalist<
\startlist
\selanark€(\alph'f)33
\def Wphslisti

\atartlist
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\setmark€(\Alph'f) 3)
\def \romo~listi
\startlist
\setmark<(\romsn7)3)
\def \RomanlI~tC
\startlist
\setm8rki (\Roman?) 33
\def \dotnumberlist€
\startlist
\setmark<\count7.3)
\def \dotalphallst<
\startlist
\setmsrli\alph'T.>3
\def \DOTAlpbalisti
\startlist
\setmarlciUlph7.3>
\def \ d o t r ~ ~ l i s t <
\startlist
\setInarki\roman7.33
\def \ D O T R O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ €
\startlist
\setnark€Uo]111~~7.33
\bef \nopunurtlmber1lsti
\startlist
\setmark<\countr>>
\def \nopcolphalirrtC

tart list
\setmark<\alph73>
\def \IfO~CAlphall~ti
\startlist
\setmark<\lllph?33
\def \nop~~.cronanlistC
\startlint
\setmarki\roman7>>
\def \~OP~CRomatllisti
\startlist
\setmarki\Ronsn733
\def \closenumberList<
\ntartlist
\setmark<\count7)
\def \close&lpholi~t<
\startlist
\setm8lk<\alph7)>3
\def \CloseAlphalisC€
\startlist
\setmark<\Alph'f)>>
\def \cloaerormanlist€
\startlist
\setlpark€\roman7)3)
\aef \CLOSERoluanlistC
\startlist
\Setmarl<\Romarr'f)
3)
\dei \bulletlist{

>>
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8 Start 8 list
\def \startlisti
\advcountB\setcount 9 \count8 \adtcaapt9 by -4 % comprzte l e W l number
\ifpose<
\~def\li~terr~r(ATTEYPT
TO BTART \cou.t8TR LEVEL OF BlE8TW LISTS
OKY 4 LEVELS ALLOWED)
\sead9i\listerror>>
% Compute indent if first letel
\else(
\li~qii\count83i\save9\hbo1Or)\~~tlllit
4rd93\elseO
\savecount
\setcount7 0
\parindent opt
\gdef \listitemi\endpar
\adrc~~ptT
\startpar\hbox to \count8mC
\hf ill\ifc o u n t e i g a t ~ \ ] ~ a ; ~ k 8 3 C \ ~ k b 3 i \ m k c <
to\ \ p
25vui333
\gad \li8tmsrki\advcount7\iic~telghti\morka3~~kb><\markc~i\~~33
\gdef \pari\endpar\startpar\hbox to \count8vuO)

---

3
% End a list
\ded \enUlieti
\endper
\restorecount
\adrcount8 by -1
\ifeqi\counte>oi % If ending outermost list, reset paragraph structrrre 8nd
\gdef \listitem<\listitemerror~ % set error messages to be issued if an
\gdef \listmezk(\listmarkerror3 8 attempt to epecify a list item is msde
\pax indent \saveparindent
\gdei \pari\endpar>

3
\else.(\setcouat9\count9\negs\ifpoe9i\sendQ~tra WDLIST33\elseC33

3

